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5 neurological disorders
symptoms explained medical
news today May 20 2024
some common types of neurological disorders include
headache epilepsy stroke alzheimer s disease and
parkinson s disease

neurological disorders a z
brainfacts Apr 19 2024
access a list of more than 400 neurological disorders
from the national institute of neurological disorders
and stroke summaries give symptom descriptions
treatment options and prognosis along with
information about ongoing research on causes
diagnosis and potential therapies

neuromuscular disorders what
they are symptoms types Mar 18
2024
neuromuscular disorders represent a broad range of
conditions that involve dysfunction of peripheral
nerves muscles or the communication between them
this most often results in muscle weakness muscle
atrophy loss and disturbance of sensation like
numbness and tingling



neurological disorders johns
hopkins medicine Feb 17 2024
there are many nervous system disorders that require
clinical care by a physician or other healthcare
professional listed in the directory below are some for
which we have provided a brief overview acute spinal
cord injury alzheimer s disease amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis als

nervous system diseases types
causes examples healthline Jan
16 2024
neurologic diseases are conditions that affect the
nervous system there are different types of nervous
system diseases with unique causes and symptoms

myasthenia gravis symptoms
and causes mayo clinic Dec 15
2023
myasthenia gravis my us thee nee uh gray vis causes
muscles under your voluntary control to feel weak and
get tired quickly this happens when the
communication between nerves and muscles breaks
down there s no cure for myasthenia gravis treatment
can help with symptoms



list of neurological conditions
and disorders wikipedia Nov 14
2023
this is a list of major and frequently observed
neurological disorders e g alzheimer s disease
symptoms e g back pain signs e g aphasia and
syndromes e g aicardi syndrome

overview of nervous system
disorders johns hopkins
medicine Oct 13 2023
disorders of the nervous system may involve the
following vascular disorders such as stroke transient
ischemic attack tia subarachnoid hemorrhage
subdural hemorrhage and hematoma and extradural
hemorrhage infections such as meningitis encephalitis
polio and epidural abscess

brain disorders causes
symptoms and diagnosis
healthline Sep 12 2023
an illness your genetics or even a traumatic injury can
cause a brain disorder we ll explain the types what
they look like and what the outlook may be



introduction to symptoms of
brain spinal cord and nerve Aug
11 2023
disorders that affect the brain spinal cord and nerves
are called neurologic disorders neurologic symptoms
symptoms caused by a disorder that affects part or all
of the nervous system can vary greatly because the
nervous system controls so many different body
functions

over 1 in 3 people affected by
neurological conditions the Jul
10 2023
a major new study released by the lancet neurology
shows that in 2021 more than 3 billion people
worldwide were living with a neurological condition
the world health organization who contributed to the
analysis of the global burden of disease injuries and
risk factor study gbd 2021 data

neurological disorders a z
society for neuroscience Jun 09
2023
access a list of more than 400 neurological disorders



from the national institute of neurological disorders
and stroke summaries give symptom descriptions
treatment options and prognosis along with
information about ongoing research on causes
diagnosis and potential therapies

movement disorders symptoms
and causes mayo clinic May 08
2023
movement disorders are a group of nervous system
conditions that affect movement they can cause either
increased movements or reduced or slow movements
these movements may be under the person s control
known as voluntary or the movements may not be
under the person s control known as involuntary

5 common neurological
disorders and how to identify
them Apr 07 2023
1 headaches are one of the most common neurological
disorders and there are a variety of different kinds of
headaches such as migraines cluster headaches and
tension headaches when headaches occur repeatedly
it s a good sign that you should see a doctor as it
could be a symptom of an underlying condition



neurological disorder wikipedia
Mar 06 2023
a neurological disorder is any disorder of the nervous
system structural biochemical or electrical
abnormalities in the brain spinal cord or other nerves
can result in a range of symptoms

neurological symptoms
symptoms causes treatments
Feb 05 2023
neurological symptoms often originate in the
peripheral nervous system and include burning
numbness pins and needles prickling sensations
muscle weakness or paralysis and sensitivity these
symptoms may be caused by a local injury when the
pain can be directly related to a trauma or a systemic
illness that affects your entire body

neurological disorders mental
neurological and substance Jan
04 2023
this chapter addresses three neurological disorders
epilepsy dementia and headache disorders the
chapter reviews current knowledge of the
epidemiology risk factors and cost effective



interventions for these conditions

a z of neurological conditions
the brain charity Dec 03 2022
find a list of all neurological conditions or search the
brain charity s a z for information about a specific one

mental health neurological
disorders Nov 02 2022
hundreds of millions of people worldwide are affected
by neurological disorders more than 6 million people
die because of stroke each year over 80 of these
deaths take place in low and middle income countries
more than 50 million people have epilepsy worldwide

home national institute of
neurological disorders and
stroke Oct 01 2022
home national institute of neurological disorders and
stroke solving the mysteries of the brain and nervous
system to improve health explore more at ninds
funding opportunities clinical trials public education
research at ninds upcoming events jun 20 2024 9 00
jun 21 2024 3 00 genetic strategies to treat the
epilepsies workshop
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